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Rachaelâ€™s business is thriving and sheâ€™s looking to expand. When a murder takes place in
the antique store she is trying to buy, she again finds herself in the middle of a murder
investigation.After Rachael decides to expand her now thriving bakery into the antique store next
door, everything seems to start going wrong. Convinced that Rachael has been cursed, trusty friend
Pippa, goes to great lengths to put an end to Rachaelâ€™s expansion. Together, they will have to
unravel the mystery of a cursed painting, a haunted store, and foul murder.This â€˜hauntedâ€™
investigation threatens Rachaelâ€™s and Pippaâ€™s friendship, partnership, and even their lives.
They will have to solve it quickly if they are going to salvage any of them.Donuts, Antiques and
Murder is part of the Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery series. If you like fast paced mysteries full of
quirky characters and unexpected twists, youâ€™ll love the Bakery Detectives.Buy Donuts, Antiques
and Murder and start solving your next mystery today!The Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery
SeriesEach book in the series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment of each story will be
increased if you read them all.* Book 1: A Pie to Die For* Book 2: Donuts, Antiques and Murder*
Book 3: Death by Chocolate Cake* Book 4: Rest, Relaxation and Murder* Book 5: Til a Death Do
Us Part* Book 6: The Mud Pie MurderessAlways FREE on Kindle Unlimited
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This is the second in the Bakery Detectives series. This one digs into Pipa's involvement with a
paranormal group. She convinces Rachel to go to the leader of the group just so Rachel will change
her mind about buying the store next door. The store next door is an Antiques store that is going out
of business and Rachel wants to expand the bakery so she's going to purchase it. Before the sale
can be completed, two people are murdered and Rachel, with a bit of help from Pipa, needs to solve
them.

There were so many twists and turns in this book that it helped me over look a weird discrepancy. In
this book Rachael stated that she couldn't afford to move to a two bedroom apartment so that Pippa
could have a room, instead of sleeping on the couch. In book one Rachael said that she used the
spare room for an office. Pippa even came into the room and flopped down on the bed in the spare
room after reading the reviews on Rachael's laptop. In this book Rachael was going to take the
couch and let Pippa sleep in her bed, after Pippa's hard day. Why is the bed in the spare room there
and why was it mentioned? Another mystery that I find intriguing and unsolvable. I'm adding this to
my review only so I won't be repeating what has already been said. I loved the book and will be
reading the next in the series. I'm still waiting for the romance to bud, the murders are a given, the
murderer always a surprise.

Donuts, Antiques and Murder - Stacey Alabaster â€“ Fairfield PublishingThis is the second book in
the series, A Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery, by Stacey Alabaster.We once again follow Rachel,
the owner of a bakery, her friend, Pippa, and the dashing Detective Whitaker. As Rachel is
preparing to purchase the antique store next door to her bakery so she can expand, not only one,
but two murders occur in the antique store. Rumors have it around town that the antique shop is
haunted. As Rachel and Pippa decide to do their own investigating, the â€œBakery Detectivesâ€• are
out to find the murderer.There are many twists and turns throughout the book. It delves into
Pippaâ€™s membership in a paranormal group that investigates unexplainable occurrences in the
area. Can Pippaâ€™s connections help solve this mystery or will the solution be found by a different
source? There are several characters in this book that leave you thinking you know who the
murderer is, then you find out that you are wrong!This is an enjoyable quick read and Iâ€™d

recommend it to mystery lovers.I was given copy of this book for my honest opinion by the author
and Fairfield Publishing.

I enjoy reading at least two series that involve ghosts and or paranormal activity. However I did not
enjoy what I read of this book. There was almost a silliness to the partial/teasing references to the
paranormal. Combine that with two idiot employees who put more food on the floor than in the
display cases and still have a job, and you've lost me as a reader.

This book is a fabulous suspence story. I would recommend this book it anyone who likes suspence
with a touch of romance. There were so many twists and turns, it kept me guessing until the end.
Good clean book with no offensive content (a must for me).

This is the second book in this series and it was great!! I read book one previously and this one was
even a little better than #1!!! I don't like to give a lot about the details of the story because I don't
want any spoilers to ruin it for people who haven't read it yet. This one really had me wondering who
did it though and it was interesting to find out who really did!! Very good writing, I am a definite
follower of this series. Please keep them coming. Onto book 3!!

Scared of your own shadow? Rachael Robinson and her Assistant Manager and roommate Pippa
McDonald are getting that way. Rachael owns, â€œRachaels Boutique Bakeryâ€• and she wants to
expand next door into the dying antique shop.â€œGusâ€™s Antiquesâ€• has had many rumors going
around of curses and Pippa for one believes them. With the murders happening, Rachael is
beginning to agree with Pippa.Can Rachael help hunky Detective Jackson Whitaker solve the
murders and save her shop, health and sanity?Good read!

Rachel wants to expand her bakery into the antique store next door. Her assistant, Pippa, warns
Rachel against the move, claiming the place is haunted. After two murders next door, Rachel begins
to believe, maybe. Again she is involved in an investigation. A cute story, easy to read, and
enjoyable. For those who enjoy mysteries, female sleuths, and a hint of a romance, this story
answers the need.
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